I. INTRODUCTION T HE PROBLEMS of detection, estimation, and filtering of stochastic point processes are of considerable interest in the engineering and medical sciences. Yet an analysis of these problems has been carried out for only special types of point processes, such as renewal processes [9] , [I 11, and doubly stochastic Poisson processes [6] .
In practice, it is very desirable that the point process used as a statistical model in our system be "constructively" characterized by a certain measurable function, in terms of which its evolution and various processings could be expressed. Such a function is the intensity function of the Poisson process.
In this paper we define a family of point processes, to be called regular point processes (RPP's), which possess intensity functions. However, these functions are now defined to be dependent on the past occurrences of the process and are hence themselves stochastic processes, to be called intensity processes. This dependence is required since in general the point process will not be memoryless, as the Poisson process is. For RPP's, which include almost any practical point process, we derive in this paper the important properties required for any detection, filtering, and estimation analysis. The evolution laws are studied, an expression for the joint occurrence density in the observation period is obtained, and a general likelihood-ratio formula is derived.
The idea of using a conditional intensity function that depends on all the past evolution of the process to characterize a stochastic point process was used by McFadden [lSJ and recently by Cox and Lewis [12] . The latter use second-order cross-intensity functions to express correlational properties of bivariate point processes. See also [14] Manuscript received April 8, 1971; revised April 24, 1972 . The author is with the Department of System Science, School of Engineering and Applied Sc'ience, University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.
regarding renewal intensity functions and [3] for the definition of Markov jump processes in terms of intensity functions. However, to the author's knowledge, no general studies associated with information processing and evolutional characteristics for RPP's have been reported.
We start in Section II by defining RPP's. Differential equations for the conditional probabilities of the process, corresponding to the Kolmogorov equations for Markov counting processes, are written. The intensity process is defined and an expression for the joint occurrence density is derived.
In Section III we obtain the corresponding properties for compound RPP's. These aye defined to be RPP's whose intensity functions are themselves stochastic processes. This will often be the case in practice, owing to noise and uncertainties concerning the statistics of the observed point process. We show that a compound-RPP is itself an RPP whose intensity function is given as the causal minimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) estimate of the given intensity function.
In many systems the observed point process is very often the result of superposition of two RPP's. In order to filter the desired information, we have to know the statistical characteristics of this superposed process. We prove in Section IV that the latter is also an RPP, whose intensity is given as a causal MMSE estimate of the appropriate combination of the two intensity functions.
A general likelihood-ratio formula for the binary detection problem, when the received signal under the two hypotheses is a compound RPP, is derived in Section V. Singular detection cases are characterized. Perfect (zero-errorprobability) detection is shown to always occur only with probability strictly less than one. Optimal detection procedures that use an observation of only the total counts are obtained. Finally, we note the constructional nature of the RPP being characterized by the intensity process and illustrate the direct applicability of our resu!ts to renewal processes and doubly stochastic Poisson processes. The latter serve as a model in optical communication and various biological systems [6] . As an example, the optimal detection scheme for signals of the random-telegraph type with unknown transition intensities is derived.
II. REGULAR POINT PROCESSES

Dejnitions
We consider a (separable) honest' counting process (N(t), 0 I t I T} whose state space is the nonnegative ' The process is honest in the sense that (with probability one) only a finite number of occurrences are allowed in any finite time interval; i.e., P{N(t) = co} = 0 Vr E [O,T]. For dishonest outcomes (W(t) = ml) let bdf,-%) = 0. integers and that is defined on a probability space (!&/?,,P,) . N(t) denotes the number of point occurrences in [O,t) , N(0) = 0. We denote by &?'t the Bore1 field generated by {N(z), 0 I z I t }. We assume the process to be an RPP, which is defined as follows. 
where, for each realization o, the intensity function ANct)(t,o) is a nonnegative piecewise continuous function over [O,T] . At'its discontinuity points, the intensity function is taken to be left continuous. In addition, we require E~~~N,,)WJ> < 00
(/At I)-'P{N(t + At) = N(t) + 1 I a',> I K(t,B,), (3) where E{IK(t,.!3,)l} < co Vt, and similarly for
Thus, for an RPP the probabilities of an event occurrence in [t, t + At) 
which corresponds to the intensities A,(t) defined for Markov counting processes (or equivalently pure-birth processes; see [l, ch. 71, [2, ch. 21, [3, ch. 71 ). More generally, intensity functions specified in terms of some period in the past may be written. Thus &,Cfj(f,$?J, s I t, is defined by the limits in (I), when the probabilities there are now conditioned on the Bore! field generated by {N(t); N(z), 0 < 7: I s}. One can then readily derive the following important relation between the intensities.
Lemma 1: = E; it P{N(t + At) = N(t) + 1 l N(t),gs} =,;E \ (N('),Bs)P N(t + At) = N(t) + 1 l a',} = ECN(t)3Bs) lim 1 P{N(< + At) = N(t) + 1 l 9Yl} At10 At = E(N(t),~s)~Nc,,(t,~3, where E'@X p E{X I L&Y}. The interchange of limit and expectation above follows. by the dominated convergence theorem for conditional probabilities (Doob [4, p. 231) and (3).
Q.E.D.
Subsequently, A,,,,(t,GlJ $ ;lNct)(t,t%t) (with probability one) follows (using Doob [4, th. 4.3, p. 3551 and (2) ). In particular, we will repeatedly use the following intensity,' trsro A li; ; [l -P,N(t + At) = N(t) l N(t) = N(s),aW,}].
(7)
Some characteristics of RPP's, which will be used in our present analysis, are derived next.
The Evolution of the Process
The conditional state occupancy probabilities of an RPP satisfy the following difference-differential equations. Lemma 2: For an RPP, Vt > s 2 0, n = 0,1,2; .=, we have 2 P{N(t) = n I S?',} = -~,(t,.ST,)P(iV(t) = n I Bs} + A,-,(t,BJP{N(t) = n -1 l g',}. (8) Proof: Write We consequently obtain the following.
Corollary 1: Vt 2 s 2 0, rate of increase of the occurrence rate of the process, and thus cause it to be dishonest. Finally, we observe the character of the sample functions (9) of the regular counting process. By Corollary 1, (9), or directly from the definition, one concludes that the counting Proof: Since P{N(t) = N(s) -1 1 GJs} = 0, we obtain process is stochastically continuous. Its sample functions from (8) that have only jump discontinuities, at which points both the left and right limits exist. The realizations are actually nondecreasing step functions with unit jumps. We choose the sample functions to be left continuous.
from which (9) follows. Q.E.D.
Instead of using only the counting process {N(t), t E [O,r]} to describe occurrence properties of the given For the counting probability p,(t) = P{N(t) = n} of an point process, we will find it advantageous to also use the RPP, we obtain Lemma 3. discrete-parameter random process { W,,, n = 1,2,3,. . ' }, Lemma 3: For an RPP W, = 0, where W,, is the instant of the nth occurrence. Consequently, 
Lemma 3 indicates that calculation of the counting law at each time requires information concerned only with the total number of the preceding counts. Moreover, (11) is identical to the forward Kolmogorov equation for a Markov counting process (see [l, sec. 7-31) whose intensity is given by A"(t). Consequently, the state occupancy probabilities of an RPP are the same as those of an equivalent Markov counting process. One can subsequently deduce the following sufficient condition for the honesty of the RPP.
Lemma 4: If then for any t > 0 and n = 1,2;.*. For purposes of detection, filtering, and estimation, it is necessary to know the joint occurrence distribution for our point process, W,,f,, . . . ,t,) = P{W, < t,, w, < t,;. *, w, < t,} 4 1 -B(t,,t,;. *,t,), and its density f(tl,t2; . . J,). The latter is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 5: The joint occurrence density of an RPP is given by (12) f(tlJ2,. . ',t,) =. ii %i-l(ti,ti-,, ' ",tl) i= 1 where . exp Proof: Follows essentially Feller ([16, p. 4521) and n 2 1, t, > I,-I > * * * > t1 > t, = 0, will therefore be omitted.
%i-1(U,ti-l,"'
,tl> Ii=1 B &(4
Since we are interested in the evolution of the process over [O,T] , and as suposrlt and 3,,,(r) is a nondecreasing function of t, it is sufficient to require %,(t,t,, * * . cc ,tl) = li; ii [P{N(t + At) ='n + 1 I N(t) = n, (13) w, = t,;
' . ,w, = t1>1. (17) Note, for example, that if A,(t) = (n + a)"). (t), (12) implies Proof: Since (W, = t,;*+, WI = tl} E gt,+, using -co < CI I 1. A quadratic term in n will cause too great a s = t, + in (9), we obtain for IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, SEPTEMBER 1972 n 2 1,t > t, > t,-, >"'> t, > 0, 9 w,+,(t I f",...,fl) P fyw,,, 2 t I K = f,,--.,w, = t*> = P{N(t) = n I W, = t,;..,WI = tl} &,(u,t,, . . . ,t,) du I .
The intensity &(uJ,, . . . ,t,) is a realization of IzNcl,+ )(t,L4?tn+) defined by (7) and is subsequently expressed as in (17). The corresponding conditional density is then %,(u,t,; . .,t,) du . 1
The latter is used to calculate the joint occurrence density by f(t1,t,,* . * J"> = fw,(t,)fw,(t, I /I). * *fw,(t, I In-1,'.
The first occurrence density is given by
0 Equation (19) follows from the second equation in (1 l), which yields Fw,(t) = P{Wl 2 t} = P{N(t) = o>
Equation (16) Since we consider a fixed observation interval [O,r] , it is important to express the joint occurrence density over this interval. The latter is the joint density of the occurrence times, (W,,W,;-* ,WNCTJ and the number N(T) of occurrences in [O,T] . Denote this density by f(t,,t2; * *,tNT,NT).
We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: The joint occurrence density of an RPP over [O,T] is given by f(t1,t2;. . rfNpNT) = fi J+i-l(ti3ti-19* ",tl) i=l where &-,(u,ti-,; * + ,tl) li=t 4 Ao(u) and NT 2 1,O = to < t, < t,.** < I, T I T. When NT = 0, f (.) = exp r-Sb 20(u) dul.
Proof: Using (9) with .Y = tNT, one obtains f(t1,t,,* * .A+NT)
We denote by fT(ml) the joint occurrence density in [O,T] for the realization o1 E R,. Using (23) and (24) 3 Clearly, for almost any realization wl, jz A(t,.o,) dt is regarded as a Lebesgue integral and (23) thus follows. Equation (24) defines the stochastic integral j,' A(t,wJ dN(t,o,) by sampling A(t,ol) at the occurrence points. One may show that, since A(r,w,) is left continuous, the integral in (24) may be written using an It6 sampling procedure (in an a.s. sense).
Equation (20) then follows when (16) is substituted in the preceding. When NT = 0, f(-) = P{N(t) = 0) = exp IL-Sb a,(u) au1 by (11).
Theorem 1 is our main result in this section. Equation (20) indicates how one should incorporate all past occurrences of the process in order to calculate the occurrence density over the whole observation period. This density is written in a more compact form as follows.
Denote the sample-function space of {N(t), 0 I t I T} by (Q,$',,P,), where each outcome or E n, is a realization of the point process over [O,T] . We construct now over this space a stochastic process /2(r,o,) to be called the intensity process, so that %(t,w,) E 3LN(t)(t,gl); i.e., the intensity process %(t,col) is given for each outcome o1 = {tl,t2; . ., ~N~NTI by
For fixed t E [O,T], A(t,o,) is &I!,-measurable and is given by
The sample functions of A(t,w,) are thus piecewise left continuous (see Fig. 1 ). As the counting process is honest, N(T) < co (with probability one), and both %(t,w,) and N(t,w,) are of bounded variation. Consequently, the following stochastic integrals are well defined. 
I-,+---*-*----, '1 '2 C-l i b+r 4u, T Fig. 1 . The intensity process. This is a most important result. Detection, filtering, and estimation schemes for RPP's follow directly from (25) (see Section V).
III. COMPOUND POINT PROCESSES Dejinitions
The statistical characteristics of an observed point process are many times determined by the evolution of a stochastic process {S(t), 0 I t I r} defined over a samplefunction space (n,,p,,P,). The latter process can represent the information-bearing process, as is the case in optical and biomedical communications, or an underlying parameter process, as is the case when uncertainties concerning the statistics of the point process arise. This "message process" {S(t)} will thus causally modulate the intensity function of the observed point process. We therefore assume the observed point process to be an RPP whose intensity function is given, for each realization S, of {s(t)} over [OJ] , by IkNCtj(t,~',,SJ Vt E [O,T] . The observed RPP is thus defined for each realization o, E 0, over the space (Q$,P(* 1 ~~0,)). P(B 1 0,) is a probability defined over the product space n, x /?, such that Vo, E R,, P(. 1 0,) is a probability on (C&p); and VB E /I, P(B 1 .) is measurable on WLLG).
A major role is played in the applications mentioned above by the compound RPP, which is defined in the following way as the "unconditional" point process. The compound RPP is defined on the probability space (Q,p,P,), where the compound probability measure P, is given by
We will now show that the compound RPP is itself an RPP and derive a very useful expression for its intensity function.4
The Evolution of the Compound Process is a nonnegative piecewisecontinuous function over [O,T] , for any realization {o,S,} and, when conditioned on S,,,,, (3) holds. Also, by (2) ENv,,,(~~~t~~t>> < CfJ.
In addition, we require E{~,,,,,(~,L~Y',,S,) ( $I!,} to have piecewise-continuous realizations over [O,T] . The above conditions define the class of admissible processes (S(t)}. We can consequently derive the following important property. Theorem 3: Assuming {s(t)} to be an admissible stochastic process, a compound RPP is an RPP whose intensity function &,,,(t$J is given by which is the compound intensity given by (29). We have used above (27) and the dominated convergence theorem to justify the interchange of limit and expectation using (3), which assumes now the form
E{l~(*Il) -=c 00.
Finally, E&,,W',)l = E{&&~',,&)~ < ~0 by W9, so that the compound process is an RPP. Q.E.D.
Since the compound process is an RPP, all its characteristics follow those derived in the previous section, when the intensity (29) is incorporated. In particular, the conditional and unconditional state occupancy probabilities are expressed as follows.
Corollary 2: The conditional state-occupancy probabilities of a compound RPP satisfy relation (S), where I,(t$?,) is replaced by &(t,B',) In many systems, the observed point process is the result since {N(t),g',} c g't, where {N(t),gs} denotes the Bore1 of superposition of two point processes. This is many times field generated by {N(t); N(z), 0 I z I s}. Q.E.D. due to the "signal" point process being perturbed by a background point process, caused by noise or neighboring Corollary 3: For a compound RPP we have transmitters. In order to derive estimation and detection g P,(t) = -U~M~> + LlWP,-lW, schemes, we have to know the statistical characteristics of n21 the incoming superposed point process, especially its joint occurrence density. In this section, we show that when the II ; PO(t) = -~owPo(o~ original processes are RPP's the resulting superposed pro-(31) cess is also an RPP, and obtain an expression for the superposed process intensity function. The evolution characterwhere istics of the superposed process will then follow those (32) obtained in SectionII.
We assume the "signal" and "noise" processes to be Proof: Follows directly from Lemmas 3 and 1, using statistically independent RPP's, with intensities Anc2)(t, same considerations as in Corollary 2.
Q.E.D. t,, . . . ,ti) and J.,(i)(t,r,, . 1 * ,ti), respectively. Superposition
Corollary 3 yields a very useful relation for the stateof the noise process, {N"'(t), 0 2 t 4 T}, and the signal occupancy probabilities. In particular, (3 1) indicates that process, {N'2'(t), 0 i t I T}, thus results in a superposed the latter probabilities of the compound RPP are the same process {N(t), 0 I t < T}, so that N(t) = N"'(t) + as those of a Markov counting process whose intensity N'*'(t) Vt E [O,T] . Denote by gt, g't('), and ab2) the function is equal to X,(t). Incorporating 1,(t) in (12), one corresponding Bore1 fields of the above processes, generated subsequently obtains a sufficient condition for the honesty by the corresponding counts over [O,t] . We then obtain of the compound process. the following.
In the same way, the joint occurrence density of the com- . .,tNr} we define
UJ,, . . .,t,), t, < t I tn+l, n = 1,2;..,N, ;Zo(t), 0 I t I t,. 
=E{A,,,,(t$i?J,) I N(t) = n, W, = t,; . ., W, = tl}.
The compound occurrence density is equivalently expressed by (20), if the intensity (36) is incorporated. It is particularly important to notice that the compound .
(1 (N(l)(t+At)=N(l)(t))z(~(2)(t+At)=Nc2,0 )I = E(set)[E(Yatcl')(l~Nc,,(t+at)=N(')(t))) *E wty (N(2)(t+At)=N(2)(t)~)1 = E'""[P{N"'(t + At) = N"'(t) I &It(')} . P{Nc2'(t + At) = Nc2'(t) 1 a','"'>], (38) where the third equality follows from the counting nature of the processes and the fourth equality follows from the independence of the incoming processes. Hence, using (38) and the intensity definition, we obtain which yields (37). The interchange of limit and expectation above follows from relation (3), which holds for both RPP's and the dominated convergence theorem. The regularity conditions of the superposed intensity (37) follow directly from those of the intensities of the incoming RPP.
One also readily shows that relation (37) is obtained if E; ; P{N(t + At) = N(t) + 1 1 g',}
is used above to calculate &Ct)(c)(t,aJ. Q.E.D.
Notice that, given occurrences ( WNCf), . * . , W,) and (Wpl',,), * * . ,wl(')), one has to consider in (37) as occurrences of NC2)(t) only those of (WNCt); . *,W,) n (WV&,,, * * 9 ,W,) (where A denotes the complement of the set A). Thus, one can express (37) as an expectation with respect to { Wn(l)} occurrences. Symbolically then, i "'(4 WN(t), * * * N(t) ,Wl) =E(N(~)J+'N(~'.. .,WI) {f%?l'& W$l'(,), * * ., Wl"')
' ' '3 wl> n (w~l~',,)~ ' * * 3 wl"'>]}.
Theorem 5 indicates that the class of RPP's is closed under superposition, which is an extremely useful property. It is also very important to observe that the superposed intensity is expressed as an expectation of the two given intensities, conditioned on the observed past occurrences. Thus an interpretation of it as a causal MMSE estimate of the appropriate sum of the two given intensities is possible.
We observe that the superposition of two compound RPP's will yield a superposed RPP with intensity given by (37) when the causal MMSE estimates of (29), lN(i)(t)(i)(l, gt"'), i = 1,2, are incorporated.
Extension of Theorem 5 to the case of superposition of a finite number of RPP's is readily obtained.
V. DETECTION OF POINT PROCESSES
Under a wide range of performance criteria, optimal detection procedures for a binary communication system consist of a likelihood-ratio processor whose output is compared with a threshold. It is known ([7] , [5, ch. 61) that when the known signals are &bedded in white Gaussjan noise, the optimal processor performs two types of operation on the incoming process, namely correlation and energy operations. Moreover, when the information-bearing signal is a stochastic process, the same detection procedure is used, except that the causal MMSE estimate of the signal is used now in the likelihood-ratio processor.
In this section, we derive the optimal likelihood-ratio processor for differentiating a compound RPP from a second compound RPP. The resulting detection procedure is then seen to be of the same nature as that mentioned above.
General Likelihood-Ratio Formula
We observe the sample function of the counting process {N(t), 0 5 t I r}, whose sample-function space is (n,, PJ. A two-hypothesis problem is then considered. Under hypothesis H,, we observe a noise compound RPP whose intensity function is A(l)(t,o); while under Hz, a secdnd signal-plus-noise compound RPP is observed, with the intensity function AC2'(t,o). A decision has to be made at the end of the observation period [O,T] 
A for every A E pl, where p is a finite measure singular5 with respect to P(l). We first characterize the decomposition (42) in our case, and then deduce the optimal detection procedures.
By Theorem 4, fT(o) is given by (33). For a realization IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, SEPTEMBER
w = {t,,t2; * -,rNT}, fT(o) = 0 and if only if I,-,(t,, From Theorem 6 and Lemma 6, we readily obtain the tn.-l,' * * ,tt) = 0 for some 1 I n 5 NT. The set of realizaform of the optimal likelihood detection procedure, sumtions for which the latter equality holds is denoted by J,,(o). marized as follows. Thus, we define Theorem 7: The optimal detection procedure is given by L,"'(o) = {t : W,-, < t < T, ;i'" (t W _ nl 3 n 1," .,Wl)
Clearly, by (43) and (40) A c JCi) + P"'(A) = 0. Proof: For any set A E J(l), we have that P"'(A) > 0. Then, PC2) CC P(l) and we must have p(A) = 0 in (42). This is the case when p(A) is given by (47). Subsequently, AT(m) is expressed as the Radon-Nikodym derivative (41). Equation (45) then follows directly from (33).
For any set A E J(l), one must have in (40) PC2'(A) = p(A). The latter follows from (47). Also, p js singular with respect to P(l), This follows as for A, E {J(l)}, P'l)(A,) = 0 and ,@, -A,) = p(T) = 0, so that A, is a separating set.
Similarly, one obtains for the decomposition of P(l) the following.
Lemma 6: For each A E p1
A where ~(4 = P"'(A)~,,w,,m&4)
where K is a constant and AT(O) is given by (45). We also observe that5
Under these conditions, the test is composed of part (50a) V'o E !2,. Also
and the test will then be decide in favor of P(l),
Theorem 7 indicates that under some outcomes the test is singular. Thus, if rrl and rc2 = 1 -rc, are the prior occurrence probabilities of H, and H2, respectively, singular detection will occur with probability p = n2PC2){J(1) n J'2') + 7c1PC1){JC2) n J(l)}.
For singular detection to occur (Vni) with probability one, one must have p = 1, and subsequently require (since
The following shows this to be (as.) impossible. Lemma 7: A completely singular test (50) over [O,T] , T < co, cannot occur with probability one.
Proof: We must show that (55) cannot hold; i.e.,
But, by (19), for any RPP P{W,(o) < T} = 1 -P{ W,(w) 2 T} = 1 -exp [ -IoT x,(u) du] < 1 since T < cc and ;i,(u) is bounded. Q.E.D.
As a corollary, we observe that a completely singular case (i.e., correct decision probabilities equal to one a.s.) and AT(o) is given by (45).
can occur only if
for those i = 1,2, for which J,(')(w) # 4. Thus, one has to observe the input a very long time, as well as impose a nonintegrability restriction over the intensity function, to ensure perfect detection with probability one. We illustrate a perfect detection situation by an example. Assume Jc2) = 4, L,"'(w) = 4 for n # k and L,"'(o) = (IV,-,(o),T] for some k 2 1, so that J"
Equivalently, we have that P"'{N(T) 2 k} = 0. For singularity one requires (55) P(2){J(')} = Pc2){N(T) 2 k} = I, or P"'{W, (o) 5 T} = 1. Letting T + co, we deduce from relation (18) that W, < co with probability one if for each 0 < f, < . . . < t,-, < coandeachm, 1 I m I k,wehave
fen-1
Equation (57) is thus a sufficient condition for complete singularity, provided the observation period is infinitely long.
In most practical cases, one expects J(l) = J(') (= 4, usually). Consequently, P (') = Pc2) by (51) and the test consists of comparing the likelihood ratio (45) with a threshold. The first term in the latter test involves a correlation operation between the ratio of the causal MMSE estimates of the two intensity processes and the observed counting process. The second term represents the difference between the total "energy" of the two intensity estimates. When the incoming processes are noncompound RPP's, the intensity functions alone are involved in (45), while intensities (37) are to be incorporated if we observe superposed RPP's.
Optimal Counting Detection Procedures
In practice, one often utilizes only a counter at the input of the receiver. A decision between the two counting processes is then based only on the total number of occurrences N(T). The latter is a random variable defined on (fi,,bT), where PT is the Bore1 field generated by N(T). To derive the likelihood-ratio test, one has to calculate the Radon-Nikodym derivative dPT(2)/dPT(1), where
A VA E /jT. PTci) is the counting measure at Tof an RPP whose intensity (4) is An"'(t), n 2 0. If PTc2) << PTcl) the likelihood ratio is P,"'{N(T) = ti} MT) = $l'(jqT) = n) .
To evaluate A,,(T) expressions for the counting probabilities p,I(i)(t) = P("{N(t) = n} of the incoming processes are required. Although the latter are generally difficult to calculate explicitly, difference-differential equations for them are given by (11). A recursive detection procedure can then be synthesized.
The singularity of the counting test is studied in the same way as above. For that purpose, the following property is essential.
Lemma 8 Q.E.D.
As a corollary to Lemma 8, we obtain for any RPP that P(N(t) = n} = 0 * P{N(t) r n} = 0,
Using properties (60) and (61) 
II21
if it is defined, and k(') = cc otherwise. Define then the set
so that J(')(o) = 4 (a.s.) if k(') = co, since the process is honest. From (60) and (61), P('){J"') = 0, i = 1,2. Lebesgue decomposition of PTc2) and P,(l) then follows directly as in Lemma 6. Corresponding to Theorem 7, one then deduces here the following detection procedures. Theorem 8: For an RPP, if k(l) = kc'), then PTcl) E PTc2) and the optimal detection procedure is the likelihoodratio test (59). If k(l) > kc'), we have PTc2) << PTcl) and we will decide in favor of H, if k(') < N(T,o) < k(l) and use (59) otherwise. A similar result holds for kc2) > k(l).
As an example, consider the following important case. Assume the H, process to be any RPP with a positive intensity function &,'2'(t). The noise (H,) process is taken to be an homogeneous Poisson process, with intensity j;(l) > 0. Using (I 1) in (59) we obtain the following differencedifferential relation for the likelihood ratio, n 2 1, & A,(t) = A,(t) I I,"' -':-iL,,'2'(t) 1
When the H, process is the superposition of the noise (Poisson) process and an RPP (N(")(t)} which is modulated by a stochastic process S(t) and has intensity I,(")(t,S,), the likelihood ratio follows relation (64) with 1,(2)(t) replaced by [see (32) , (37)
VI. APPLICATIONS An RPP is a most useful statistical model in practical applications due to its physically simple "constructive" nature. The process, as well as its joint occurrence density, are directly characterized by the intensity process. Since the latter expresses the occurrence density of the events at any instant of time, based upon the complete past evolution of the point process, one can directly incorporate into the model all possible dependencies and nonstationary effects which characterize the system. Two important models of point processes that belong to the class of RPP's are doubly stochastic Poisson processes and renewal processes. The various results of the present paper can be easily applied to these processes. A doubly stochastic Poisson process [1 l] is a compound Poisson process, and thus an RPP for which ELN(f)(t,&lt,St) = A(t,s,). It serves as a statistical model in medical and optical communication systems [6] . In the latter case ,A(t,S,) = aIS (t) where S(t) is the complex envelope of the received electric field and c1 is related to the quantum efficiency of the photodetector and the energy per photon at the carrier frequency. Using this 2(t,S,) as the intensity function, our results can be directly applied. In particular, the evolution of the likelihood function follows from (45). The latter expression, for the doubly stochastic Poisson processes, has been obtained in [6] and [lo] , and for inhomogeneous Poisson processes in [8] .
A renewal process ([I], [13] , [14] ) is defined as a point process whose intervals between occurrences are independent and identically distributed. Denote the interval distribution and density function (the latter is assumed to exist) by F,(x) and fx(x), respectively. The sequence {W,} is now a Markov sequence with the transition density f W,+,,W,k+lA) = fdcI+, -4J. is the hazard function corresponding to X [1 I]. Now the intensity process %(t,o,) is given for a specific outcome 0, = {t,, t,; ' . ,tNT] by h,(t -t,,) for t, < t < t,,+,, n = 0,1,2, . * .,iVT. Various characteristics of the process, as well as filtering and detection procedures, then follow directly. In particular, when the hazard function depends on some random parameter, MMSE estimates are utilized.
As an illustrating example, we consider now the optimal detection procedure for the following signals of the randomtelegraph type. Assume that, under hypothesis Hi, the observed process is a two-state homogeneous Markov jump process {Y(')(t), t E [O,T]}, i = 1,2. Let the two states be denoted as + 1 and -1. Thus, the observed signal is a process with randomly occurring jumps oscillating between states + 1 and -1. Assume Y(')(O+) = 1. Let Wkci) denote the instant of occurrence of the kth jump (whether from 1 to -1 or vice versa), under Hi. Then, the evolution of the random-telegraph signal is clearly completely specified by the stochastic point process {Wkci), k 2 11, Woci) A 0, since no information is gained by incorporating the state observations. Denote the counting processes associated with the latter point process by {N(')(t), t E [O,T]}, i = 1,2.
The homogeneous two-state Markov processes {Y(')(t)} are specified by their generator matrix QCi' = (qk,j(i)), where qk,j(i) is the passage intensity from state k to state j; k,j = O,l, under Hi (see, for example, [l, p. 2931) . Let these intensities be given by the following positive quantities, i = ],2 : q(i), 1 = (I-l(i),qy)l _ 1 = e,('), q,,p = -e,(i), q('),,, = --b-iCi). One thus readily observes that {N"'(t)} are RPP's with the intensity functions Note that OrCi) is the intensity of jumps from state 1 into state -1 under Hi. Observing a sample function over [O,T] , *we wish to decide between (Y"'(t)} and (Yc2'(t)}. Under a Bayes optimization criterion, the optimal detection procedure is given by the likelihood-ratio processor. Since only {N(')(t)) are relevant, the optimal detection scheme is obtained by incorporating (68) 
where ~~(0,) denotes the total time the observed process has spent in state 1 (-1) during [O,t] , 7t + ~~ = t, [xl- denotes the largest integer that is not larger than x, and [xl+ denotes the smallest integer that is not smaller than X. Note that for this problem the pair (N( T),z~) constitutes a sufficient statistic. Thus, one has to measure only the total number of occurrences and the total time the observed process spends in state 1 during [O,T] . In practice, the observer will not often know the intensities e,(i) em1 (i). However, a statistical model for these parameters is usually available. Consequently, consider now Orci) and KICi) to be positive random variables with the (continuously differentiable) moment-generating func- is unobserved we can consider it as a "nuisance" parameter. Under a Bayes criterion, it is well known that the resulting optimal detection procedure is given by the generalized likelihood ratio fTT'2'(o)/fT'1)(o), where fTT(')(w) is the compound (over realizations of 01(i) and 0-l(i)) joint occurrence density and is thus given by (29) 
where we have set WNcTjC1 = T. We note that in the present problem, no simple sufficient statistic exists and one needs to observe the complete evolution of the incoming process; i.e., use measurements of { W,,W,; . ~,W,&l(T)}. To obtain the optimal detector when only the total number of counts N(T) is observed, one has to generate the likelihood ratio (59). For that purpose, one computes pnci)(t) by solving the difference-differential equations (3 I), where for k 2 0, one uses f2k(t) = E(8, 1 N(t) = 2k) and 12k+l(t) = E{B-, 1 N(t) = 2k + 1).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A class of regular point processes that possess intensity functions has been introduced. The occurrence characteristics of an RPP are expressed in terms of its intensity process. The same relations are shown to hold for a compound RPP, if the causal MMSE estimate of the intensity function is incorporated.
The superposition of two independent RPP's is shown to yield an RPP whose intensity is given as a causal MMSE estimate of the appropriate combination of the two intensity functions.
A general likelihood-ratio formula for the detection of compound RPP is derived. The known likelihood-ratio expressions, for doubly stochastic Poisson processes, are thus extended to include a larger class of point processes. Cases of singular detection are characterized. It is shown that perfect detection cannot occur with probability one. Optimal detection procedures which utilize observations only of the total counts are discussed.
We have presented here a "constructive" approach to the modeling and processing of point processes. This is most important in practice, since it indicates how one can incorporate into the model, or the processor, all possible dependencies and nonstationary effects that characterize the system. In particular, it provides us with insight as to the processing procedure one has to adopt when only partial information concerning the point process is available. 
